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2-1/2”

Easy Application:
Five or six dabs of Bird 

Barrier Bond per 12” section 
is all it takes to secure Bird-

Flite for the long run.

N 5”W 8”XW

Low-Visibility
Clear polycarbonate base and thin stainless steel rods are nearly invisible even 
from short distances.

Easy to Install
the base can be glued or screwed in place. Available in one foot lengths, each 
section can be broken into smaller sections to accommodate any architectural 
configuration. Pieces can also be kinked or permanently bent to conform to 
sharp angles.

No Debris
Bird-flite’s wires are spaced 1.5 inches on center—far enough apart to repel 
pigeons, yet avoid entrapping debris, like paper, twigs, etc.

Humane
Bird-flite’s spikes are blunted, preventing injury to birds or unsuspecting 
workmen. Birds typically hover above products before loafing so they will not 
be harmed.

Available in Three Widths (all are 12 in. long)
Because ledges vary in size, we offer three widths: Narrow, Wide and x-tra Wide.

NEW

 WhErE TO USE    ledges, parapets, signs, beams, pipes, chimneys, cut-outs, 
security cameras, lights, etc..

 TArgET BirD  Pigeon and larger

 BirD PrESSUrE Medium (Do not use where birds are nesting)

 MATEriAL Stainless steel and polycarbonate

 iNSTALLATiON Base is glued or screwed to any surface

iNSTALLATiON LEVEL easy
Installation video at 
www.birdbarrier.tv

Bird-flite
®

The flexible PVC base allows Bird-Flite to curve 
along these sign letters. 

Even up close, Bird-Flite offers a discreet 
solution to ledge protection. 

Bird-Flite protects the parapet and sign for this 
strip mall eatery.



Talk to an Expert. We will help you succeed: 800-503-5444. 33
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Length 12”
Width 8”
For ledges 7-10”
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Length 12”
Width 5”
For ledges 4-7”
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2-1/2"Narrow

Length 12”
Width 2-1/2”
For ledges 1-4”

Bird-flite can easily be applied to any building feature using 
Bird Barrier Bond.  

Versatile ApplicationsBird Barrier Bond 
Bird Barrier Bond should be used to glue Bird-flite  
to clean surfaces. 

Application Guidelines:
10.2 oz. bond secures 35 ft.
New Bond = Green tube - 5 yr. warranty
Old Bond = Gray Tube -  1 yr. warranty

 New Bond 10.2 oz. (ea.) HA-BB03 776954
 E6100 Clear 10.2 oz. . (ea.) HA-BB04 776732 

* See page 23 for important Bond information.

Bird-Flite 
Bird-Flite is sold by the foot. Narrow & Wide case qty. = 100 ft. 
Xtra-Wide case qty. = 50 ft.

 Narrow 2-1/2 in. (1 ft.) BP-f100 654109 
 Wide 5 in. (1 ft.) BP-f200 654108 
 Xtra-Wide 8 in. (1 ft.) BP-f300 665677 

Attend one of Bird Barrier’s acclaimed training 
classes. See page 9 for details.  
View the schedule at: 
www.birdbarrier.com/training

Price Breaks for Bulk Quantities 
Save extra money when you buy in these quantities:
Narrow and Wide: Xtra-Wide:
full Case (100 ft.) full Case (50 ft.)
10 Cases (1,000 ft.) 10 Cases (500 ft.)
20 Cases (2,000 ft.) 20 Cases (1,000 ft.)
50 Cases (5,000 ft.) 50 Cases (2,500 ft.)

Drill bits, glue, glue-guns, 
screws, pins, tools, see p. 23

EMPLOYEE PROFILE » CHUQUIETTA
“ I enjoy working at Bird Barrier because I 
work with an awesome group of people! 
We laugh, eat and work well together. We 
are a great team and we all have the same 
goal, which is to satisfy our customers. 
What I love most about my job is that I’m able to help 
our customers every day. The customers are always so 
appreciative. That’s a great feeling for me.”

Bird-flite  ®


